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Athleiic Department Has Budget Problems

J

By Tom Rantz
In an apparent attempt to make up for budget
,deficiencies created by overexpenditures in football, Dr.
Robert Anderson, Athletic Director, last Wednesday
asked the Athl~tic Council to drop the men's swim team.
Dr. Anderson cited several rea~OI)S for his feelings that
the team should be dissolved. He said there was a
problem in that "we have not had a consistent. staff
member (swim coach)", when the athletic budget
provides money for one. He said that there was "a
general lack of interest". when 10 people originally
' ·
signed up for the swim team.
His general comment on the matter was that the swim
team would be "an embarrassment to themselves and an
embarrassment to the school The Athletic Council,
after considerable debate voted overwhelmingly to keep
the swim team by a vote of 9 to 1, with Dr. Anderson
casting the only negative vote. That should have been
the end of the matter.
However, the next day, Thursday, members of the
women's swim team were informed that they had "no
coach and no pool hours," and were not allowed to
practice with the men's team.
On Friday, Dr. Anderson cancelled the swim meet
,which was to have occurred last weekend. Also on
.Friday the swim coach, Mr. Clair Foley, Jr., resigned.
/According to Mr. Foley, "I resign~d because I was. fed up
, with the ... problems and hassles with both the swimmers
and the administrators. I was not pressu~ed to resign."
/ This left the swim team without a coach, although
I later in the day the team was finally granted pool hours,
which, conveniently enough, didn't do much good
without a coach.
So, although the Athletic Council voted to continue
the swim team, it appears that Dr. Anderson ironically _
enough got the results he wanted. Why he really wants
the swim team dissolved remain.~ to be seen. Anderson
claims that his reasons are "not primarily b~cause of
finances." However, when one examines several sets of
budget figures for the athletic department, one begins to
seriously doubt that official statement.
Listed below are the amounts according to budget
figures on athletics spent in (1) each area last vear, (2)
this year to date, and (3.) .the differencebetweeri the two.

AREA

AMOUNT
SPENT
DURING
70-71

AMQUNT
c;PENT AS
OF 1/1/72

AMOUNT
NEEDED TO
MATCH LAST
YEAR'S EXPENDITURES

Gen. Ath. 12,308.97
Baseball
6,786.21
Basketball 10,372.51
Football
20,161.00
Golf
1,787.22
Tennis
1,298.50
Track
6,120.32
Swimming 2,047.46
Gymnastics 2,060.23
Wrestling
1,965.92
Training
1,960.00

16,627.26
1,519.61
9,156.2Z
26,164.42
457.31
140.96
4,219.47
28.40
224.76
904.19
~.2~~ .13

-4,318.29
5,266.60
l,2i6.29
-6,003.42
1,329.91.
1,157.54
1,900.85
2,019.06
1,835.47
1,061.73
-263 .13

TOTAL

61,665.73

15,787.45

---

66,868.34

AMOUNT SPENT OVER LAST YEAR +
AMOUNT NEEDED TO COVER OVE~
EXPENDITURES ANO MATCH LAST
YEAR'S FU.NOS
/
TO SPEND AS OF 1/1/72 /
'AMOUNT

10,584J4.
26,372.29
-22,545.47,

';~f~ .

3,826.82
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i

Dr. Robert Anderson, Athletic Director
The figures indicate that there have _been
overexpenditures in several areas, primarily those of
general athletics and football. Between the two areas,
over $10,000 mor.e has been spent this year than last
year.
This overexpenditure is hardly a trifling matter, but
when it comes in a year when cut-backs were asked, and
Monday the Easterner ·learned that Dr. Robert
spending was supposedly held to a minimum, it is quite
Anderson, Athletic Director, submitted a letter to Dr.
disappointing.
·
Jack Leighton, Chairman of the Department of Health,
Anderson claims that his reasons for wanting to drop
Physical Education, and Recreation Administration,
the swim team are "not primarily because of finances",
dated January 20, which stated that "for personal
but after consulting the figures . _one begins to seriously
reasons I am submitting my resignation as Athletic
wonder about that statement. The $10,000
Director." overexpenditure has to be made· up somewhere. And
The Easterner contacted Anderson after verifying the
what easier way to make up for the loss incurred by
report and asked for his reasons for the move and a
football than to drop one or two of the "minor"sports?
general statement. Anderson replied, "I do not wish to
It will be interesting to see what happem in t~e coming
make any statement; not at this Orne.."
Also contacted for a statement was Dr. Emerson
months. Will other "minor" sports suffer the same fate
Shuck, who replied late Monday, "J simply do not have
as the swim team in order to appease the budget
enough information to make a statement at this time."
squeeze?
Anderson's resignation comes ·at a time when he has
Only time will tell, but it will certainly be interesting
come under fire from swim team members for his lack of
to see t)le auditor's final report on the Athletic Budget
support for the team. Also included in recent attention
at the end of the year.
towards athletics have been questions about Anderson's
While it is relatively east to suppress figures, deny the
use of funds in various sports, particularly overspending
problem and talk one's way around it now, it is a
in football. Anderson maintains that his resignation is,
different story when the final report stares one in the
however, strictly for personal reasons.
face.

Athletic Director
Submits Resignationi

Janus Films presents
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~
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are bigger than you ever dreamed.

letters ·lei ·the:.ellitor ..".
Huffman "Huffs"

Viva la Fra'nce ! A rtew
generation with a new message is
emerging. The estabilishment
doesn't stand a chance against
the forces · of youth and
goodness. We shall overrun (with
a liberated commuter bus.)
Problems Week in which a
serious dialogue can begin
between students and faculty
and any interested ·civilians.
Long live commuter bus stop
number one. Up with quarters!
Viva la France! A new
generation with a new message is
emerging. The estabilishment
doesn't stand a chance against
the forces of youth and
goodness. We shall overrun (with
a liberated commuter bus.)
Yours, in good faith Richard L.
Huffman

the needs of the Indian students
we would like to retain it for our
use.
The IEP building, as now
stands, takes up about five
parking spaces. The architect
working to set up the parking lot
said that it wouldn't really
matter if we kept this space
since it only takes up about five
parking places and space to be
used for shrubbery.
Why shouldn't the Indian
students be able to keep the
Longhouse? Is it too much to
ask? You've already heard our
justifiable cry- "We've had so
much taken from us." We ask
you to support us in asking for
the retention of our Longhouse.
Please fill out this ballot and
send it in or bring it into the
Longhouse.

Harvey is talking to the new
en rollees--kid napped from
Winesap, North Dakota, and
transported to Eastern on camel
back. As we intently listen, we
hear of registration days of
yesteryear:
"Ah, yes," intoned Harvey in a
W. C. Fields' voice, "there was
the case of the first quarter
freshman who would have been
unable to find the men's room
on the second floor of Hargraves
Hall, had it not been for two
Czechoslavian Red Cross
r e p r es en ta tives and a blinc
German sheep dog with a limp."
" We oldtimers all know of the
problem of the registration lines.
Well, there was once a man who
waited in line for six ·w eeks
trying to get to the front of the
line. By the time he reached the
front , his shirt was ripped off,
his left shoe was torn to shreds,
and his face pallow and worn.
He had been robbed and beaten
17 times, witnessed two riots,
and was so tired when he got to
the front of the line he had to
use flash cards to get his point
across. He was asked to produce
' his I. D. Card, drop-add ' card,
advisor's card, Genova
convention card, or a hairlip .
Being unable to produce any of
these (except for a paralized arm
and a slight lisp) he was
instructed to go to the end of
the line waiting for the registrar,
who took care of "Special
Cases."
·'The campus used to be much

smaller then, too. Now you have·
to wear track shoes ~o you can
run from one building to the
next class and still be on time .
And just wait til spring! The
whole school is on the buddy
system. That way if you get lost
in the new PUB you aren't
alone, or if you should happen
to sink in to the mud near
Patterson Hall, your buddy can
send condolences and a purple
heart to your next of kin."
"There has only been one
person in histroy to ever get
through registration and still
maintain his sanity. That was
Clyde Farkwart, now doing
15-to-life in the Campus Security
rehabilitation center for
breaking into the computer
center and unpluging the
reg is tra tion computer, thus
causing quite a fuss. The result
was that President Shuck was
registered for 16 sections of
English 102, Basket weaving 48 9,
and Beginning Fundamentals.
The computer dies humming
Flight of the Bumblebee."
Tliere we go, fellow enrollees.
We all know what we're up
against. So go out there and " do
one for the gipper." As we leave
for registration tables, remember
that it's a proud thing we do.
Ask not what you can do for the
school, ask what the school can
do to you. In parting, remember
a squad of medics will follow
you and retrieve the sick and
wounded. We who are about to
cry salute you :

To the editor,
Once again the Easterner has
published a devastating issue of
newspaper. Blow one races
across page one- "Two alternate
magic bus routes proposed".
Egads, what force . Sending
hearts aflutter in its sheer
magnitude of social importance;
dare of dares, even Jane Austin
would shudder at such
impertinence, such drama, such
boldness. It takes a brave heart
to go on to the next page,
knowing that more of the same
is to follow.
The editorial is the piece de
resistance. Not understanding
the intellectual climate of the
article is not of the essence for it
is concerned with the
nitty-gritty topic of quarters and Editor:
David A. Leach
half-dollars, and where a quarter
The IEP (Indian Education
Vicky Garvais
is concerned, so am I. Program) building is situated on
Particularly if it is my quarter. the corner of 5th and C st. The
Editor's note: Because of a lack
The cartoon ne-xt to it is a Longhouse, an old Catholic
of space the ballot on the IEP
wonderful compliment to the church, is used by the Eastern
Lo nghouse could not be
editorial. The academic Washington State College Indian
published. Those interested in
institution squashes us students students for their business and
the preservation of the
by taking and mis-using our recreation.
Longhouse may write their
quarters. Here! Here! Bravo! It's
The Longhouse fits Indian
support on a postcard and
not the $149 tuition that students' wants and needs. The
deliver it to the Longhouse.
matters, it's the quarters. They
upstairs is used as an office in
can have my 149 bucks, just save . assisting Indian students with
my quarter.
Dear Editor:
registration, tutorial service and
I could go on and on, but the
meeting-place. It is also used for . The scene is Registration Day
weighty significance of just two
on Eastern's campus. With us is
war dances and feeds put on by
pages boggles my mind. How can
the ever present ear of that
the Indian Club. The rooms
we cope with the problems with
famed stooge, Harvey
downstairs are used for
which the Easterner confronts
Wall banger, who -hears all,
recreation, study rooms, cooking
us. We have to become activists.
knows, all, and sees all (though
facilities and meeting places.
That's it. Activate. We have to
The present Longhouse was
has never graduated in his
show our concern for the world
given to the Indian Education _ei_gh_tv_
. _-o_n_e_y_e_ar_s_a_s_a_st_
u_de_n_t)_._ _ ...::t=-=--=e:,__e.::..__
a__e_ rn
we live in. After all, students
Program to replace the
aren't immune to world inadequately facilitated editor ....................................................................................................................................... jennifer davis
associate editor ......... .................................................................................... ..................... ........... tom ran tz
problems, are we? I propose that
Longhouse from last year. Now news editor .... .. ...................................................................................................................... ......... rob alien
Eastern Washington State
Eastern wants to delJlolish the sports editor ....................................................................................... ...................... .... ........ ........... tom vail
College jump into the middle of
whole block, including the IEP
copy editor ...... ................................................................................................................. .. .... karin fladwed
this muck with both feet planted
building to make space for
business manager ............................................ ............................................................................. .. rich flora
firmly on the ground. Let's face
another parking lot.
circulation manager ...................................................................................................................... dan nohel
these problems face to face and
We Indian students are asking photographers .............................................................................................................
frank hanshe
belly to belly. We need a Social
that we be able to keep this
bob simpson
Problems Week in which a
Longhouse and the nursery for
tlie
easterner
is
printed
weekly
except
during
holidays
am;I
periods
immediately
preceding
at eastern
serious dialogue can begin
our use. The Indian club is
washington state college student union building\ college and g streets, cheney, washington, by the
between students and faculty
expanding by anproximately ten
,associated
students of ewsc. all editorial opinions expressed in the easterner are those of their authors
and any interested civilians.
studen ts per quarter. Since the
where
signed,
or of the easterner, and do not necessarily represent those of the associated students, th~j
Long live commuter bus stop
club is continually growing and
faculty
or
administratio
of ewsc.
i
number one. Up with quarters!
since the building is j,ust right for

longhouse Needed

Registration Spoofed
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Candidates Answer Pub, Books~ore , Sex Queries
EDITORS NOTE:
The following is a set of
3 questions posed to the candidates for the
legislative positions and the answers the candidates gave.
1. Assuming that the food prices in the PUB are too high
and that the quality is questionable, what would you
suggest to remedy. this situation?
.
2. Recognizing the many complaints. stud~nts ~ave
concerning Eastern 's Bookstore, including high pnces,
no used-book outlet, and inadequate supply of student
materials, how would you suggest the Bookstore meet
student requests?
.
3. Now that the AS Legislature has approveq the
establishment of a sexual information center, what type
of information should be offered and how should the
office be operated?
Pat Hayes
Position No. 3

.I

I . Basically_ the food service in the PUB was _establis~ed
as a student service. It provides a food service and Job
opportunities for students in need of financial assistance.
The PUB could run at a lower cost provided that hours
of operation were limited. This would mean that the
food service would not be a~cessible to the students
except during those hours that a profit is shown . This
would also reduce the .number of working hours for the
employed students.
.
Concerning the quality of the food, professionals could
be hired at a higher cost which woulp eliminate student
jobs. A possible method of remedying this situation
could be to charge higher rates for other student
activities such as 7 5 cents for an AS movie.
i. Eastern's Bookstore handles approximately $500,000
worth of business and does not make a net profit. Books
are sold at a wholesale rate and cannot be reduced in
cost. A used-book outlet was made available last quarter
but many students were unaware of this. The Bookstore
was capable of purchasing $4,000 worth of books but
only $1,000 worth were purchased because students
didn't make their used books available to the Boo~store.
If this was done, books could be purchased at a lower
price.
·
3. A.S. legislature has not as yet approved the
establishment of such a center. They are asking the
students in Wednesday's election if they feel a sexual
info center should be established. If established, the
center should be operated by students and advised by
qualified physicians. The type of. information should
include info on veneral disease, birth control and other
such oriented information. Methods of birth control
should be made available to students, the cost being
absorbed through Eastern's A.S. insurance policy.
Skip Smyser
Position No. 3
l. I worked on the Student Board of Control so I do
have some knowledge of this problem. The PUB is a
non-profit organization and it has been going in the hole.
As far as high prices are concerned, I don't think they
are too high because the PUB is operating in the red.
And as far as quality, I'm mainly a hamburger man and
to me the hamburgers aren't that bad. The place to start
working on this problem would be the management level
where we could possibly get better management so there
wouldn't be a loss.
2. First of all we should catch the crooks. This is a good,
good, good reason why we have such high prices in the
Boolcstore. We should devote a certain amount of the
income to a better detection process. Also I heard some
guy downtown was trying to open a bookstore and for
some reason they wouldn't give him permission. If we
would allow some kind of competition, it would force
our Bookstore into giving better service.
As for a used-book outlet, we subsidise the IK Book
Sale. We should expand it and make it a year-round
thing. They have the best set-up and they have a real
good business but it's limited because it operates for
only two weeks of the quarter.
3. Anything that the students are interested in. It's as
simple as that. We shold make the utmost effort to make
student interests ·available. There's no sense having a
center if it's not going to be a good one. I don't know if
it's possible, but it should be run by a graduate assistant,
maybe with the help of federal funds.
Mike Donovan
Position No. 9
1. I don't eat in the PUB but from what I've seen, the
prices aren't really that far out of reason compared to
some other places. The quality is probably not the best,
but kids can't expect to pay any amount of money and
get much out of it. I've never been on any college
campus where the quality is the best one can get so I
don't think ours is that far off.
2. During the summer, the Vice President and President
got together with the Business Department and did a
study on the Bookstore. The biggest problem they found
was the lack of communication between people in the
Bookstore and Department heads and faculty. One thing
we can do is get a way from hard-bound books and use
more paperback which are, of course, cheaper. My
suggestion is that we do like some other colleges and buy

those who really need and t~ those who are just curious.
It could even tum into a clinic in conjunction with the
Student Health Center but that would be sometime in
the future. There should be enough professional and
confidential information so that students would not
hesitate to use it.

books back for half price and then mark them up to 3/4
of the price and sell them again. I strongly recommend
buying back books.
3. Possibly we could set this llP th1ough Rap-In. They've
already got information available and we could expand it
to include more things. Or it could be set up in the PUB.
What should be included? Questions on sex! I don't
know exactly what except for questions on veneral
disease and contraceptives. Eventually I'd like to see a
marriage counselor take over the center and students
could go there for questions about marriage or girlfriend.
problems or any kind of problem that they wouldn't feel
comfortable taking anywhere else ..
Bob Thorson
Position No. 9

Otto M. Allison III
Position No. 12

1. I think the whole operation should be checked. We
should check out the quality of food and see just how
bad it really is and we should check out the prices and
see if there is some way to get something less. expensive:
2. The faculty should have a little better arrangement on
books they use-they should use the same book for at
least a year and possibly two, so students wouldn't have
to buy so many books. We should check out the
operating procedures to find out ·if there's some way to
cut down expenses.
3. Information on birth control and abortion referral
and other student problems should be included.
Abortion information is an important thing since
Spokane isn't overjoyed to do the service and it is a real
student need.
A trained volunteer would be the best person to run
the center. We need a qualified person to be put.ting out
this information-someone who knows what he's talking .
about.
Randy Morse
Position No. 7

I. We need a different type of system. The proble~
starts at the management level. The prices really aren t
that bad compared to outside prices. They have to keep
them at a competitive level. The PUB is pretty new and
it's still in debt.
2·. The reason for the high prices is that there's no
competition. Also the fact that so many books get
ripped off. T~ey have to make up for it by. charging
higher prices. We need a better system of watching.
Also we need a constant source of used books. It has
to be kept going consistently all year. It should be run in
the Bookstore and we should get togeth~r with the IK's
to work out a system of operating the used book sale.
3. The main thing that should be included is relevant
stuff. Information that relates to student needs. It
shouldn't be a dirty book store. That's not what we
need. And it shouldn't be a bunch of b.s. that people
-won't care about.
James Wallingford
Position No. 2
1. According to Walt Zabel, Director of Student
.. Activities, the PUB is currently $8,000 in the red. The
PUB is mainly a student service. Money would be made
if the hours were limited, instead the PUB remains open
all day. If students were willing to do without services
during certain hours, prices could be lowered
moderately. The food is bought from the same •supplier
as is the food of downtown merchants. When food is
burnt or dry it" is not due to poor quality. This means
that tµe studep.ts working there are human.
2. The book prices at the Bookstore are based on
publisher prices. The sale of books is a half a million
dollar business and the store still doesn't make a profit.
The Bookstore could give subsidies to the PUB or 75%
of their net profit. The prices seem high but are
necessary tb maintain both the PUB and Bookstore.
There is a used-book outlet, unknown to most students.
Tht: Bookstore bought $1,000 worth of books last
quarter. They had $4,000 budgeted for buying used
books. This means they could have bought another
$3,000 ' worth of books if the students had offered them.
The store pays 50% for used books.
3. I would like to say that the A.S. legislature has not
approved a sex information center. Whether or not to
have the center will be up to the student vote onJJan.
26. If the sex info. center is voted in, I would suggest
that it be run by students. This would allow the A.S. to
pay for needed expenses. If run by private individuals,
the center would have to be run on donations.
Jim Boley
Position No. 12
I. Presently the food service in the PUB is contracted
out to a private organization and student help is hired. If
the private organization raises its prices, the PUB has no
choice but to raise prices too. They really don't have
control over the prices. Last year there was a survey
taken to find out student opinion about PUB prices and
quality and the results were not released mainl~ because
they were highly unfavorable to the PUB. I think these
results should have been released. The people in the PUB
.are not the ones who can solve the problem. We have to
talk to the contractors and see if they can lower their
prices or else we will have to get another contractor.
They have a monopoly. Students either have to go to
Tawanka or if they don't have a meal ticket, to the
PUB.
2. That's a sore contention. I heard that , the guy who
runs the Bookstore used to be a used-car salesman.
That's really interesting. One problem with the
Bookstore is that there is no student input-the
Bookstore doesn't find out what students want in a
bookstore. It's st-arting to get better. Also there is no
method buying back textbooks and another thing is that
the service has been bad. It's not just t~T fault of the
Bookstore-it's partly because of the shippers and the
faculty. The main thing is that we need more student
input. I've been to other college bookstores and I mean
they're bookstores! They have every!hing and that's one
· thing we should work on. We should offer more than a
magazine rack and some textbooks.
3. That's really far-out. It's a good idea. Especially with
the abortion laws. The center should be run on an
extremely confidential basis. Sort of like Rap-In. So that
nobody would be ashamed to go there. It should offer
all types of information. Something about
abortions- where to go and prices and who's a good
doctor. It should provide definite factual information to
)

~

I. We should start off by going through Walt Zable's
office and see what they could do about it. Then work
frnm there.
2. Students are having so many problems keeping their
own finances in AS, they're probably not to get much
control over the Bookstore. There's just not enough
student activity. Too much apathy. The IK's and Spurs
are having some "Success but again not enough students
participate-there's not enough interest. I'd like to get in
there and see what I can do about promoting student
interest.
3. The center could be operated through the Health
Center on campus. Or through the Crisis Center in
Spokane. Eastern really needs this. As far as
information, it could include everything the Crisis
Center handles-drug problems and things like that
because we've got just as much of a problem as they do ·
there. It would definitely be beneficial. Now whether
students would use it is another question.
Jennifer Davis
Position No. 7
l. Paying high prices for food of questionable quality is a
vicious circle. The prices in the PUB are not exorbitant,
overall, but a quality check should be instituted by
students. Since the PUB food service is for the students,
standards must be met. If student help is inadequate,
more aid should be hired.
2. There is a small used-book outlet now, the IK and
Spur booksale. To improve student service, a. set up
might be instituted which would enable the bookstore to
work with the IK 's. Prices would not be so high on
books if instructors would consistently order the same
book several quarters for a class. Paperbacks are also not
used to their full advantage in classes. Professors should
do a little more checking bef~re they order expensive
textbooks for their classes-which they often receive or
free.
3. A sexual information center should provide
information not only in the area of abortion referral, but
also contraceptive use and abuse, venereal disease and
treatment, and counseling on any general problems
encountered when "boy meets girl". Since the student
Infirmary seems disinclined to handle these matters, I
suggest some sort of A. S. funded office, staffed with
someone capable of offering more than a minimum of
help.

Kur Maunu
Position No. 10

I

I. Personally, I think the prices are reasonable. I would
be in favor of reallocating Alumni funds to the PUB
operational fund to assist in balancing the PUB
operational budget.
2. I would be in favor of the Associated Students
funding research as to how other schools ~uch as CWSC
operate profitable bookstores at reasonable prices. In the
meantime I think something could be expanded along
the lines of an AS sponsored used book sale similar to
the one currently sponsored by the IK's and Spurs.
3. I would suggest that the information given by a
student sponsored sexual info center should be practical
in nature; such as prices, addresses, names for
counseling, etc.
Tom Rantz
Position No. 10

1. Unfortunately, it seems that money is tight and prices
cannot be lowered if the private organization which runs
cont'd. to page l l
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Happenings this week should
be just a bit calmer. Tonight's
film is a shocker. It is a
psychological drama starring Rip
Tom and Sally Kirkland with
music by The Jefferson
Airplane. This particular section
of our "something different"
series won several awards and
wide praise from the film critics.
"Coming Apart" will be shown
today at 3 p.m. and tonight at 8
p.m. in the PUB. Cost is 25
cents ... students, faculty, and
staff...rated X.
The weekender movie
Saturday and Sunday night is a
double header ... the horror
festival... the original Phantom of
the Opera, starring Lon Chaney
and the original King Kong. This
particular "Kong" is just a bit
different than the version we've
all seen so many times. In the

..

happening

days of "Kong" things were just
a bit different and so the censors
took their toll on the version.
However, one company finally
found an aging censor whose
desires were a bit different than
the public he protected. So now,
available to college audiences
only, the uncut and original
King Kong ... sex, violence, and
Fae Rae.

films . This week's picture will be
"Everything's Ducky" starring
Mickey Rooney Buddy Hackett
and Jackie Cooper. Some of the
flicker classics such as "Dirty
Work" with Laurel and Hardy
and "Abbott and Costello Meet
Frankenstein," shown since the
series began Jan. 8, will probably
be rerun in weeks ahead, Ruud
says.
Sponsors of the shows, the
C.U.B. club is an auxiallary
organization of the National
Upward Bound program.
Proceeds will be used for special
club projects, loans and
scholarship funds. Schedules for
the series, which will continue
through th~ spring, are
distributed each month to the
school children in Cheney or
information may be obtained at
the Upward Bound office in
Showalter. Admission charge is
25 cents for any age.

Auto Tab Purchase$
Near Feb. 4 Deadline
Do you still have those auto
license tabs to buy? Feb. 4th is
the deadline. A nearby solution
is at the Groove and Shutter,
420-2nd Street, downtown
Cheney. Here you may purchase
your 1972 automobile license
tabs. A fifty cent handling
charge is collected .. for this
service which is less than the
cost of gasoline to drive to the
Spokane County Courthouse
unless, of course, you live in
Spokane.
Checks are made payable to
the Department of Motor
Vehicles . . The Groove and
Shutter does not accept out of
county checks. However, cash is

WEDDING

INVITATIONS!
$14.perlOO
FA 6-2234
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CHENEY DEPT.
STORE

415 - 1st
235-6511
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Next week's concert Minstral
String Guild is going to go to
two nights, Thursday at 8 p.m.
and Friday at 8 p.m. Tickets will
go on sale Wed . at 11 :45 at the
PUB ticket desk. 50 cents per
student, no more than two
tickets per student, and no more
than two ID cards per student.
They will be first come first
served. They will also be on sale
Thursday and Friday or until
tickets are sold out.

Popular Kiddie flick
Draws A Full House
Cartoon addicts and classic
film buffs can see some of their
favorite movies every Saturday
afternoon in Kennedy Library
Auditorium in a program series
sponsored by the College
Upward Bound (C.U.B.) club,
the club advisor announced.
The movies, initiated primarily
for a grade school audience, have
an appeal for older students and
adults also. "We had a full house
last Staurday and it seems to be
a popular program," Carl Rudd,
Director of Eastern 's Upward
Bound Program and advisor to
the club says, "The show begins
at 1:00 and beginning this week
another showing . will start at
3:00 to accon'lodate the
increasing audience."
Movies scheduled include such
classics as W. C. Fields and
Charlie Chaplin films, Road
Runner cartoons, HuckJeberry
Finn, light horror films,
' westerns, and some educational

-----~,,~

always good. And, if you find
yourself short of funds this
month, they will accept Master
Charge or Bandamericard.
The Groove and Shutter is the
auto licensing center for this
area. When the need arises you
may also purchase licenses for
snowmobiles, motorcycles or
utility trailers as well as for
automobiles or trucks. Along
with issuing licenses, the Groove
and Shutter can transfer out of
state titles to Washington State
o w n er s , an d re is s u e titles
because of a change in name or
registered owner. These services
exact the same fee as collected
at the County Courthouse, but
may be found closer to home.

TORN COMING APART--Rip Torn stars in Coming Apart the A. S. "Something Different" film
offering this week.

Sellout Crowd Applauds
Whitmore's Will Rogers
James Whitmore, film actor,
became Will Rogers, humorist,
before his audience in his "Will
Rogers USA" Friday night in the
latest Artist Serties presentation
in Showalter Auditorium.
Against a backdrop of cowboy
memorabilia, Whitmore
appeared first as himself, dapper
star of stage and screen, to
background the humorist, and
then, with Rogers' familiar
props, cowboy hat, ropes,
chewing ~um and slouch, he
brought Will Rogers back to life:'
Speaking entirely with Rogers'
own words, Whitmore found his
audience as ready to laugh at the
cowboy's witticisms as audiences
in the twenties and thirties were
when Will Rogers was a star in
the Ziegfield Follies and movies.
Spoken over forty years ago ,
Rogers' o bser vat ions seem·
timely today.

Twirling his rope and chewing
a wad of gum, Rogers presented
himself as an - observer of the
American scene. Drawing shrewd
political observations with an
Oklahoma twang, the comedian
belied his own contention that
he was just an ignorant
part-Indian cowboy. The
humori~t poked fun at
presidents and politicians even
though many of them were his
friends. Aping Rogers wide grin,
W h i t m o r e q u o t e d W i 11 's,
definition of a politician as "a
local bandit going down to
Washington to get his share of
the loot from Headquarters," to
the delighted audience.
Religion, war, ecology, racism
and the practice of medicine
were topics Rogers talked and
wrote about. His earthy
common sense approach to these
subjects appealed to his listeners.

Showcase Aud it ions·
Opened To Everyone
Open auditions will be held for
the second production of the
Alpha Psi Omega "Showcase
Theatre Series" in the old Sub
Harbor on Jan . 26 at 7:00 p.m.,
Jan. 27 at 5 :00 p.m . and Jan. 28
at 7:00 p.m. Auditions are open
to the public and all EWSC
students and interested faculty
are urged to attend, according to
Don McLaughlin, director of the
second production, Chamber
Music.
Chamber Music, by Arthur
Kopit, author of Oh Dad, Poor
Dad ... and Indians, is a one-act

Laughing himself, he helped
others to find humor in the daily
concerns of the American people
of the post war and depression
years. Whitmore's presentation,
carefully · selected to include the
best of Rogers' timeless
observations, also brought
appreciative laughter from the
fa m o us "co rs e t " , "C al vin
Coolidge", and horse and buggy
type jokes that made Will one of
the country's best loved
comedians.
Whitmore, nominated for
many awards for his stage,
screen and TV roles, has played
to acclaiming full-house
audiences in over 50 cities since
he began the one-man show last
year. Two hours of Whitmore 's
Rogers-inspired comedy brought
the applauding Showalter
audience to its feet, responding
to his concluding nostalgic quote
of the cowboy humorist's, "I
never met a man I didn't like."

play which takes place within
the confines of a mental
institution. It deals with the
antics of eight of the female
inmates, according to
McLaughlin .
He stresses that no previous
theatrical experience is necessary
to gain a role in ''Chamber Music'
and all interested people are
urged to attend. There are roles
for eight women and two men in
the sh.ow, which will be directed,
designed, and produced by
EWSC students.

Janus Films presents

P.U.B.

Wed. jan. 26
3:00 B, 8:po pm
Admission .25 cents

~

Cheney Bowl
235-6278

170·6-2ND

Jim Dyck

St'ECIAL RATES
f OR EWSC STUDENTS!
MON. Thru FRI. UNiflL 5pm 3 GAMES FOR 1.20 - 4th GAME
FREE WITH THIS COUPON
4 POOL TABLES · GAME ROOM
SNACK BAR · BEER & WINE

•

Jan. 26.
A.S. Something Different Movie,
..Coming Apart,'' (X) 3 & 8 p.m.
PUB, 25 cents.
Student Recital, 3 p.m., MBRH.
Jan. 27.
J.K. Duchess Pageant, 8:00 p.m.
Science Auditorium.
Liberation Union Film, PUB 3A.
Magnificant Ambersons", from
the Pulitzer prize-winning novel
by Booth Tarkington. The
Ambersons are an aristocratic
American industrial family
around the turn of the century
who fear the challenge of the
growing power of the
0

automobile and the nouveaux
riche. 12 and 7:30, Kennedy
Auditorium, no admission
charge.
Phi Mu Alpha - Sinfonia
Concert, 5 p.m ., MBRH.
Jan. 28.
Dressler Hall Mixer, 9 to l 2,
PUB.
Festival Arts Trio, 8:15, Music
Building Recital Hall.
Basketball with Eastern playing
the University of Alaska in
Cheney.
Jan. 29.
A.S. Weekender Movie, Original
Horror Festival, "Phantom of

the Opera" and the uncut "King
Kong" (R) 8 p.m., PUB, 25
cents.
Jan. 30.
Phantom of the Opera and the
uncut "King Kong" (R) 8 p.m.
in the PUB, 25 cents with
student ideptification.
Jan. 31.
Feb. 1.
IMC Film Series, "Faust" 3 and
7: 3 0, Kennedy Auditorium,
Free.
IMC Film, . "The 'Bedford
Incident," 3 and 7:30,
Patterson, Fr~~ -Ca thy Brown, Senior Piano

the· doctor's bag

Recital, 8: 15 p .m., in the Music
Building Recital Hall.

This week the Liberation
Union will show "Battle of
Algiers," on Thurs., Jan. 27 at
2:00 p.m. in the Science Aud.
Admission is free. It is a 2-hour
feature length masterpiece.
"Battle o·f Algiers: Winner of 11
international awards, including
the Golden Lion for the best
picture at the 1966 Venice Film
Festival.

ANSWER: Snaps, crackles and pops resulting from the
manipulating of joints is due to the forceful sliding of one joint
surface over the other combined with a rubber band like zinging of
tendons sliding over bony prominences. A recent article on the
QUESTION: I c;n't seem · to stop yawning. As soon as I complete
subject suggests that at least some knuckle noises are due to a rapid
one yawn, I feel the need to yawn again. Thei:e is no accompanying
expansion of the fluid in the joint space with subsequent
feeling of fatigue, and I generally get at least seven hours of sleep.
mini-explosions of gas bubbles in t~e fluid formed by the increased
What is most annoying are the yawns that I can't quite "complete".
space and reduced pressure. Random cracking of joints is
Is this a psychological problem or is it possible that my circulatory
discouraged 'by physicians because it can result in mechanical
system is receiving an insufficient supply of oxygen? I do not smoke . . damage of bones and soft tissues. Some people are actually
ANSWER: I had a great deal of difficulty answering your letter.,
habituated to cracking their knuckles and do so whenever they are
Each time I would read it I would begin to yawn and eventually
anxious. While the technique does seem to temporarily relieve
begin to be preoccupied with my own deep breathing. I then read
tension, it does make other people anxious.
your letter to several colleagues, and noticed that they began to
Bending and flexing of the spine is sometimes used to relieve
yawn, become uninterested, and were of absolutely no help to me in
certain pains due to muscle spasms. Such a practice should only be
unraveling your problem. The usual textbooks of medicine and
engaged in by physicians trained to do so and who recognize when
physiology do not even discuss the topic. I can reassure you that
not to do so. Many osteopathic physicians occasionally use such
yawning is not related to an insufficient supply of oxygen.
techniques.
Respiratory rhythm is primarily under neurologic control and the
An important w.ord of caution must be entered here. Chiropractors
most dramatic changes are brought about by volitional efforts or are
who base a great deal of what they do on manipulation of joint~ are
associated with exercise.
not physicians. They believe in an entirely unproven and unscientific
The phenomenon you describe is recognized by most people from
theory of disease, and are not trained in the dtagnosis of medical
personal experience. Exactly what produces the sensation that a
disorders. They have been known to cause a considerable amount of
yawn is "complete" is unclear, but the pleasant sensation that occurs
damage_by insisting that illnesses in urgent need of medical attention
with full expansion of the chest js unmistakeable. Respiratory
be treated by their ritualized techniques. Although it may sound
rhythm and rate is quite influenced by emotional factors. Most - harsh, they practice something akin to folk medicine and should be
likely, the inability to stop yawning with a sense of imcomplete
avoided.
yawns is the result of some complex interaction between you, your
environment, and your lungs. I suspect that the more attention you
WHAT IS
pay to it the more persistent it will be and it hardly seems worth all
CHRI-STIAN
that fuss. As to what to do about it, cover your mouth.
SCIENCE?
. QUEST.ON: We have all been told that knuckle cracking is a bad
ALL WELCOME!
habit from a medical viewpoint. I have al~o heard that bending and
Tuesda~, Rm.3G, PUB at 6 pm
flexing .the spine to produce similar noises is beneficial. What is the
Christian Science Organization
differe_!lce beJwe~n thes~ two processes?
-
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Joseph Zagorski works 8 hours a day
in a nuclear power plant.
He pays nol~ing extra for life insurance.
Joseph works in a nuclear power plant.
He's been on the- job since 1957.
Neither he nor any employe of a utility
operated nuclear power plant in the
United States has ever been injured
by radiation.
This record is important because the
orderly development of nuclear power
is necessary to meet our country's
mounting demand for electricity.

New generating facilities must be
built, and built in a way compatible
with our environment.
We'll continue working to do this.
But we need your understanding today
to meet t~morrow's needs.
~
Q, @

THE WASHINGTON
WATER POWER CO.

·::

'

"The Battle of Algiers" has
achieved such vivid
verisimilitude of the events in
flie Algerian casbah from 1954 to
1958 that its recreation is being
h ail e d as among c i nema's
masterpieces ...
. "What is most amazing about
the production is that it includes
not one foot of documentary or
newsreel film ...
" ...director Pontecorvo drives,
deep into the horrifying history:
of revolt, its destruction, its
cruel ret aliations. History in t he
making, instant and pure, is
almost more than most of us can
bear ...
(San . Francisco Chronicle)
WRITE FOR FREE LIST
Termpapers writt en by Profess ionals

'

QUALITY COLLEGE TERMPAPERS
P.O. Box 193, Rockfo rd , Ill. 611 05

" We need a loca l sa les m a n "

FOR RE~T ,
1 Bedroom & 2 Bedroom.
Apts. & Duplex Units For
Sharing Students. Many
Units have All Appliances
including Washer & Dryer.
.Carpeting in All Units. Call

e'f'
IJ.
t
,J/*
\;/

R~ALTY
inc.
235-6191
401 -1st St.

.
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Recent Legislative
Action$ Explained
The Associated Student
Legislature held an emergency
meeting last Monday to
determine the fate of several
constitutional amendments
The major amendment was one
that would dissolve the
executive offices of treasurer
and secretary. It was moved to
delete the word "treasurer"
from the bill so that only the ·
office of secretary would be
removed.

approval on the last ballot but
not enough students voted to
validate it.
These three constitutional
amendments will appear on the
ballot for the general election to
be held next Wednesday, Jan.
26.

In the regular Thursday
meeting of the legislature, a total
of $1,600 was granted to
different campus organizations.'
Alpha Psi Omega asked for
$1,100 to finance a "Showcase
Speaking for retaining the · Theatre" series of one-act plays.
The goal of the series is to
office of treasurer was Herb
supplement
the drama
Jones, Executive Coordinator of
department's
program
and to
Activities. Jones stated, "It's an
provide the students \\:'ith a
important position with a lot of
wider
variety of
interaction and responsibilities".
entertainment.
He also said, "If the treasurer is
appointed rather than elected,
The EWSC Recreation Society
we won't know, as students,
was granted $100 for a
what we're going to get."
state-wide environmental
Vice President"Jim DeWalt also
workshop at Cispus, a youth
spoke for the office because he
camp on White Pass in March.
felt that if the office of treasurer
The legislature also granted
was made an appointed position,
almost $400 to the A.S.
"We '11 end up having a
Outdoor Program to buy
monarchy." DeWalt felt that the
equipment for mountain
A. S. Presi.d ent would have too
climbing.
much appointment power.
Another item on the agenda of
"The administration is just
Thursday's meeting was a bill
itching to exercise more control
that would limit a candidate's
over the money you people
campaign expenditures to $200.
--spend," said Bruce Murray who
The bill was referred to the
was also in favor of . keeping an
Legislative Review Committee to
elected treasurer. Murray wa
solve such questions as what to
concerned that the
do if a candidate does go over
administration would have a lot
the limit and can a can(jidate use
of influence over the budget if
donations in his campaign.
the treasurer's position was
Two appointments were
dissolved.
approved · by members of the
Tom Miller (on-campus) was in
Legislature-one to the Library
favor of dissolving the office of
Corn mittee anq one to the
vice president in place of
Stu den t-F acuity Relations
treasurer. He made these
Committee.
comments: "We should do away
A meeting of the executive
with the vice president and let
officers had been held and
the treasurer be next in line. We
President John Allen told the
created work for the V.P. so we
legislators what was discussed at
wouldn't look like fools paying
that meeting. The executives
an extra $2,600 a year to
decided that a faculty evaluation
someone we really don't need . program was more important
It's ridiculous. We don't need to
than a tavern in the PUB. Allen
pay that much money. We're
said that he hopes a group of
paying four or five people to do
students will do some work on
the work of two or three."
the issue of the tavern because
Legislator Mark Womble had
the legislature just doesn't have
this to say about the bill: "If the time or the money to get
you appoint a treasurer, you µivolved with it.
know you 're going to get
someone with experience and
background but if he's elected
you 're going to ·get whoever wins
the popularity contest.:
The motion to retain the office
of treasurer as an elected
position was passed by the
"Students with three or more
legislature.
campus ticket violations are in
A related bill that would take
danger of having their car towed
away the legislative voting power
a way." said Pat O'Donnell,
of the executive coordinator of associated students internal
activities, the secretary, and the
affairs advisor, who holds court
treasurer was passed from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m., Monday
unanimously by the legislators.
through Friday, for students
Some members felt that even the
who either wish to pay or repeal
President and Vice President
their citation. "Campus Safety is
should have no vote because the
cracking down this quarter,"
executive branch had too much
said O'Donnell. "There are just
power on the Legislature.
too many people parking in lots
Also passed unanimously was
without stickers."
an amendment that changes the
When a car is towed away, the
number of A. S. Superior Court
owner must first pay the
judges from five to s~ven. Some citation, and then the $15 fee for
reasons for this action, given by
Jim DeWalt, were that it would
give more representation and it
would be easier to get a quorum.
"I wanted to make it a little
more fair," DeWalt stated. This
amendment was up for student

f

GOING, GOING, GONE--Over 100 persons bid for an array of articles at the second ~nnual Circle K
Lost and Found Auction held January 20. The auction, in which all proceeds went to the student
emergency loan fund, had persons bidding on such items as c~ats, umbrellas, books, scrafs, shoes, and
jewelry. The Circle K auction was an asset to both the student emergency loan and to the campus
security. The auction collected $67.50 for the loan and aided campus security iJ_l gettinB rid of the many
lost and found articles collected during the past year. Eastern's Circle K Club, wi(h the completion of
the auction, is planning to travel to Portland, Oregon, to attend the Pacific Northwest Circle K
Convention, Feb 11 to 13.

ROTC Represented As The
"University In The Army·"··
"We must try to educate all
Americans that ROTC is not the ·
presence of the Army on the
campus .. .lt is rather the presence
of the university in the Army."
This statement was recently
made by Dr. Lee S. Dreyfus,
President of Wisconsin State
University when speaking of the
image of Army ROTC.
The Reserve Officers Training
Corps came to the EWSC

Cars Towed Awpy
For 3 Violations
towing. The car goes to Dave's
Auto, Radcliff Ford, or Brown
and Holter, all in Cheney.
"As of Jan. 20, twenty-one
cars have been impounded, this
quarter, for either unpaid
citations, or blocking emergency
passageways," said Bill Wise,
court clerk for campus safety.
"It doesn't do any good to just
throw them away," he said, "we
record every violation, so we
know when the auto has three or
more. Too many people that
have stickers can't find a parking
space. We 're just trying to make
it nicer for everyone."

campus in 1953, and currently
has an enrollment of 210
students.
There are 286 colleges and
universities around the nation
which offer ROTC. From these
campuses come the vast majority
of the United States officer
corps. They are needed because
our military is not equipped to
meet the needs of the Army.'
The ROTC provides a strong
civilian influence in the Army.
This year there will be 12,000
ROTC officers compared to the
five to six hundred coming from
West Pomt.
These college graduates will be
widely varied in their interests.
There will be philosophy majors,
Ed. majors, political science
majors, etc. and each will have
an influence on the army.
Of the 210 men now enrolled
in ROTC at EWSC there are 53
advanced cadets, who are either
m their third year or above. Col.
Irvin and Maj. · Syms of the
Di \lision of Military Science
indicate that th~y predict
enrollment in ROTC to increase.

·This is attributed largely to three
main points.
Financially, ROTC is twice as
·attractive. An advanced cadet or
.scholarship student now receives
100 dollars a month, ten months
of the year. In the past,
advanced students have received
only fifty dollars a month.
Secondly, the coul'!try's
economic situation- makes the
Army seem quite attractive. An
entering second lt. receives a
basic salary plus a board and
room allowance enough to
support a small family.
This, combined with the fact
that the active opposition to
ROTC has died down on most
college and university campuses
has made it much easier socially
t o enter the reserve officer
program.

FDR PHOTO
& STEREO EQUIPMENT

The GROOVE
& SHUTTER
420 · 2nd

- Ph. 235 · 4901

Professionalism

is a·Personal ThingSo Our Service
is Pe rsonalizedl·

CITY 322
DRYFirstCLEANERS
St.
, CHENEY

(1) Emergency Service

Only % Day!
(2) We put sizing back into
a II gar.inents I
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Rap•in Volunteers
Offered Workshop

Rap-in, Eastern's telephone
service, providing campus and
community informational
s e r v i ce on ac ademics ,
controversial subjects, or just
providing someone to talk to
during moments of stress, is
seeking volunteers to meet the
center's staffing needs.
R o d i HaJl
st u den t
coordinator, said 'the campus
and community service center
needs about 20 volunteer
workers. Eastern students, high
school students and parents,
members of the Community
Action Council or the Rotary
Club or interested area residents
are accepted.
Personnel would attend a
"weekend workshop", a
condensed program covering
such pathic skills as listening,
underst~ding and paraphrasing.
It will be held Saturdays in lieu
of quarterlength classes Rondi
said.
'
Rap-in .' s telephone service
provides information on campus
and community affairs including
birth control, drugs, pregnancy,

n

•

,.

suicide prevention, academics,
legal services and finan~ial aid.
Miss Hall stated that the service
has set no limits on material at
the present time and was in fact
interested in feedback: "more
people telling us what they want
from us."
Volunteers are offered three or
five credit programs in the
pathi~ skills whic~ include actual ·
expenence manrung the phones
in the center.
Miss Hall said • that Rap-in
personnel are not trained to
solve problems and do not
actually go out on such things as
"bad drug experiences",
although at the request of the
individual concerned they may
'send members of the Freak
squad. which is . trained in the
handling of drug cases.
"W~ _keep our credibility by
ART SHOW OPENS--During PUB ·gallery hours, students view art work, some of which will be
rema.mmg annonymous," Miss
purchased by A. S. for the school. ,
Hall said, "while providing them
with an understanding person to
talk with."
At present, Rap-in is o~erated
from 3 p.m. to l a.m., phone
number 359-7979.

rr Action"

8.0.1. Hears Shuck,
Allen· On Priorities
Easterner's Board of Trustees
expects that board and room
received i:eports from President
costs will be raised-all over the
Emerson Shuck and A.S.
state-as of next year.
President John Allen at the
board's regular meeting in
· Shuck
announced that
Seattle. Jan. 18.
previously
Eastern's attitude
Before and after their regular
towarq
recruiting
was that
business, whi<fh included
"admission to Eastern is a public
approving a power substation for
service".
Policies, re admission
the campus, the board 'discussed
of
students,
were "neutral". He
with President Shuck his
fin dings on the direction · foresees a change in. Eastern's
attitude. Eastern will now have
enrollment may take in the
an
active, positive recruiting.
·
future. As of Tuesday, Jan. 18,
program with streamlined'
enrollment for winter quarter
application procedures. There
was 6,396 students, 222 less
will be more active contact with
than the preceeding quarter.
potential students and an
Enrollment is 96.5% of last fall
attempt will be made to get the
quarter.
college more well-known.
The old, familiar pattern of
As to the A.A. degree, changes
growth is no longer valid when
will also be implemented.
judging a college's standing
Community colleges are.
today, Shuck stated. Previously,
empowered to grant to qualified
community colleges were just
students who have completed
getting st~uted and thus many
the required two years of
students attende~ larger
schooling with them and who
institutions such as Eastern.
Larger schools had a deferred· have passed certain requirements
an Associate of Arts degree.
admissions program and more
Previously this degree has not
for mer students returned to
been accepted at Eastern as
school after being away.
adequate
proof of completing
This pattern has now changed·.
· Fewer former students return to. the general college requirements.
Central and Western, Eastern's,I
their schools. Community
sister
colleges, now work with
colleges have expanded and have
community colleges in accepting
better developed programs and
the A.A. degree as a general
therefore students stay there
college requiremeµt filler. As of
longer. The present economic
three weeks ago w.s.u. will
situation coupled with the rise in
accept
the A.A. degree, also.
tuition and fees instituted by the
President
Shuck has offered a
legislature contributes to the
two point proposal which would
present lack of growth of larger
so.mewhat ally Eastern with
colleges.
these schools.
The housing problem on
Eastern will accept, as applying
campus has also changed. There
to
general college requirements,
is a lack of dorm housing for
any
course applying to Eastern's
men students while the dorms
into to are operating at 85%. specifications. Eastern will
accept to these general'
capacity. Students can expect
education
requirements those
the college to check more
classes from colleges with whom
closely o·n the parental
permission in cases where the . Eastern "does business.'' "We
must stick with the idea of. what
students want to live off
campus. In any case, Shuck .
(Cont. to pg. 10)

Recruiting Modified

Most Talked-about store aroun I
"FINEST SHOP FOR MEN & WOMEN! "

TOM
c;Jpen to 9 Mon. • Fri. & 6 on Sat.
CROWLEY 114 College Ave.

Aids Non-Profit .
Agencies
With Volunteers·
.,,

Education will be the main
target of Phase II of the Eastern
Washin~ton State College
University Year for ACTION
program now underway on the
EWSC campus.
"We just began training of 24
new volunteers, of whom 13 will
be instructional aides assigned to
Spokane area elementary, Junior
and senior high _schools," Dr.
James Howard, director of the
federally-sponsored EWSC
poverty alleviation program,
said.
The program, which was one
of ll to be initiated across the
nation last fall, began with 36
EWSC students who were
assigned to a variety of
non-profit agencies throughout
eastern Washington. They have
been working full time in those
0

agencies since October wqile
earning college credit. They also
receive a small monthly stipend.
Of the origianl 36 volunteers,
3 2 remain on the Phase I
program, seven of whom are
instructional aides, Dr. Howard
said. ·
"In this second phase we have
zeroed m
· more on rmprovmg
·
· th. e
education of students from
d'tsa dvan t age d areas, b ut h ave
continued to reinforce some of
the projects begun last fall," he
said.
·
Of the 13 new instructional
aides, 10 have been assigned to
schools in Spokane District 81,
two to the Hunters School
District and one to the Colville
School District.
Four of the remaining ll
volunteers have been assigned to

Spokane Parks and Recreation
Department, two to a special
environmental studies program
which will be conducted on the
Colville Reservation and one to
.the Spokane Office of Probation
and Parole.
. Others have been assigned to
work with Mid-City Concerns,
Inc., -Spokane County Big
Brothers, Inc., Pre-Vocational
Training Center and at the new
Liberty Park Terrace
development operated by the
Spokane County Presbyterian
churches.
The phase II volunteers, who
bring the. total number of EWSC
students in ACTION to 56, will
be permanently placed in their'
agencies Feb. 24 and will serve
there until Jan. 5 of next year,
Dr. Howard said.
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FHE EAST~,,,.,...,..IDistrict Cl·ash .D,a·ws Alaskai lCats, Viks End Savage .S.lring·
IEvCo

Tille·

IHopesDim

Section I

the most terrible call
• .,..,,..,..,.,.,.,..,.,,..,.,,.,.~.J I've"Iteverwasseen!"
expressed Coach

ON THE LINE
. By Tom Vail
Sports Editor

Hopes Start To Cloud

•

Envivions of a EvCo title and a possible trip to Kansas
City have now .clouded as the Savages had their streak
abruptly ended by Central and Western 91-77 and 83-75
respectively.
Perhaps it was a case of looking ahead but it was mostly
a matter of too much Wildcat:. Central Washington
Wildcats that is.
As many an Eastern fan will express about last Saturday
night it wasn't a lackluster per[ormance by the Savages but
moreover the most superlative play of the year by the
Wildcats. The first half told the story as the pressure
exerted by the eleven game winning streak plus the
presence of Chapman and Randall prevailed upon the
.savages.

Jerry Krause. Eric Davis was
c ailed for a very contested
intentional foul followed by a
technical on the Eastern bench
which broke the back of the
Savages in their 83-7S overtime
loss to Western Monday night.
The whistle blew seven times
on the Savages in the overtime
period and the officials must
have felt guilty as they left they
gym without signing the
score book still making the
contest unofficial as of press
time , yesterday. An error was
discovered in the Western
scorebook af) er the overtime
soap opera. Daryl Harris was
creditied with only four free
throws instead of five which
would have given the Savs a
72-71 win in regulation time. No
ruling has been released yet.
After having their eleven game
winning streak broken and
failing to a 4-2 Evergreen
Conference record the Savages
will face a crucial District I clash
with the University of Alaska
here Friday. EvCo competition
will continue next week.
EASTERN WASH.
WESTERN WASH .
GFT
~ GFT

The Savs started out slow and trailed 17-11 when Randy
''Magic" Buss took over to put the guests ahead 19-17.
That was the last lead the Savages saw and just about all
they saw of the Cats who nabbed a fourteen point halftime
margin. The well executed zone by the hosts kept the Savs
at arms length and kept Coach Jerry Krause searching his
mental play book to find the key to open it. Against the
zone guards should shoot around fifty percent but the
Savages fell far short of that mark with the guards
connecting on only eight of 26.
Keying rallies in each half. Buss found himself in foul
trouble leaving Krause with no other choice but to
conserve him when the Savages had closed within nine.
Buss drew his fifth personal with a couple of minutes le[t,
giving him a total playing time of about 22 minutes and an
output of 26 points. No doubt the outcome would have ·
been altered if Buss hadn't encountered early foul trouble.
It seems now that the Savage title hopes are all but
washed up but Central and Western must take the tough
road trip into Cheney next month. The worst thing the
Savs could do now is look back as they face a key District
I match this Friday.

GRANOLA
IS LESS EXPENSIVE AND MORE NUTRITIO US
THAN MOST CEREALS YOU BUY!

EAT IT -WET OR DRYI
CONTAINS:
OATS, WHEAT GERM, SESAME SEED,
MOLASSES, ROSE HIPS, LECI_THIN AND MORE

Buss

Hook
Hayden
Harris
Seil
Davis
Meeks
Mulligan
Kautz
Hoplev

I 10.10 26 Thom111

7
6
2

0..2 11
6.12 1'1
1·3 ,

0--0 10 Franza
1·6 15 Bradle··
+4 6 White
f.
6-11 18
2·2 7 Fusor.
· 3 4..C 10
0-0 6 Kohr
l 0-1 12
o 0.0 0 Preston
6 0-ff 12
l 2.2 3 Nicol
1 1·3 3
O ,., "
'
1 1-2 3

5
7
1
o
J

2.6- -

J2 lt-3' a.,
Eastern Wasllinaton . ..... . . .. » 31 4-75
Western Washington . . . . . . 31 33 12:::13
Fouled out Eastern: Buss. Tot•I
fouls - Eastern 25, Western 2~.
Technical fouls- Eastern bench.
Offlclals - Glen Rickert and J im Rler.
A- -4.~.
Totals

23·30 75 Totals

First half doldrums fell upon
the Savages in two weekend road
encounters with Oregon College
o f Education and Central
Washington.
A t Monmouth the Savages
trailed by eight at intermission
as the Wolves patiently worked
for the high percentage shots
and kept Eastern off the boards.
The Savages caught fire in the
second half behind sharp outside

BUSS FOR TWO - Randy 'Magic' Buss drives for two points
against Central Saturday night. Buss only played 22 minutes and
scored 26 points before Jfouling out. The Cats broke the Savages 11
game streak 91-77.

shooting: by Steve Hook and
superb team defensive effort.
Eastern finally pulled away for
keeps when Mark Seil hit from
15 feet for a 641)3 Savage lead .
A steal by Darryl Harris
produced an unmolested layin
and a Wolf free throw· was
countered with a steal by Larry
Meeks which set up Seil for a
iayin and a 68-64 advantage with
4:01 left.
Trying to regain the lead OCE
fouled and the Savages were able
to convert 10-10, from the foul
line in the waning minutes to ice
the win.
Central took it to the Savages
from the start and despite the
cheers of hundreds of Savage
fans who made the journey from
Cheney to EllensbUfY the second
hal f magic failed to
materialize .
Randy Buss, who seems to
come alive under pressure, ~ept
Eastern in the ball game in the
early going with 16 first half
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ATTENTION .
1972 SENIORS
The Crescent Pho tograph Studio invites
Seniors of 1970 to take advantage of
'this Special '72 Offet :

I

«
«
11
~

One 8x1 0

~

Two 5x7
Six Wallet or Passport Size

..,

only 9.95
man¥ other
special combination offers.
This Is the time to have your Senior photograph
taken . . . at The Crescent, where special care Is

••1T TASTES SO G.O OD
YOU WOUJ.D THINK
IT'S BAD FOR vou1··
GET IT AT

taken to ~ake It an excellent photograph.

Downtown, Street Floor

A SUISIDIAltY

Mulllo11n
Davis

O
2

~~~~~v

~

t. 21

•~ 22
3-3 3
o-o '1
2-2 ,
0-()
I

&:8 ~

0-1
0-1

o
4

CENTRAL '

r~

Chaim,n
RMdall
Weber
Hanson
Scholer
Eldred

IG
5 ~
3 0.0
6 11-13
, • •-~
5 2-2

Hndrsn

O

t1J,m~g~

t t~
0.0

21

o, MARSHALL fllLD a CoM,ANY
"'

~~~~~~~~~"~

f~

6
23
1?
12

~

0

Totals
32 lJ.17 77
Tolalt · 32 27·32 fl
Eastern . . . . . . . .. . .... . .. . . ... . 32 4S-77
Centr•I . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 4' 45-91
Fouled out-- Eastern, Busa. Total fouls
-- Eastern 21, Central 15. Technical fouls
- Hayden.
Officials - Vall Brvant and Duke Dor-

nan.

A~ .000.

points and it was his driving
baseline basket that gave Eastern
it's last lead 19-17.
The Wildcats amidst their
friendly surroundings a.t
Nickolson Pavilion shot over 50
percent from the field and kept
Eastern off the boards with a
(con't. to page 9)
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Men's Gym Maplestone Captures Third
Takes First Consecutive
-------------- NAIA Mile Title

l'n Calgary

the same, however Hohner won
the Long Horse Vaulting instead
of the Parallel Bars, and he also
finished first All-Around in that
meet.

"The whole team seemed to
jell. We should do quite well for
the rest of the season." So states
Coach Dennis Lazzar following
Eastern's successful road trip.
Eastern, starting out the
week's action with a second
place in a tri-meet in Billings,
The women's weekly
Montana, finished up the week
Intramural Fun Night, Thursday
with a first place finish in a
nights
from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.,
tri-meet held in Calgary, Canada
becomes
more successful each
(which was taped for national
week, according to intramural
television in Canada).
CENTRAL TOO MUCH - Eastern 's grappler found the defending
director
Jared Fors.
Lack of depth proved to be
NAIA wrestling champs too much as they fell 37 to 9 Friday.
Fors
says
that last week over
costly for the Savages in Billings
180 women participated in Fun
as Eastern Montana State got the
Night in such activities as
win with 177 .55 points, even
basketball,
volleyball and
though Eastern won 4 of 6
badminton.
even ts. Eastern finished with
In the women's intramural
114.05 points while Dickinson
basketball
tournament held
State of North Dakota was third
January 20, the EWXVP Team
with 72.45 points.
took
first place. Second place
In the Calgary meet Eastern
to Floyd's Machine and
went
gave its' best showing of the year
tied for · third place were the
After being defeated last strong team again this year.
by winning 4 of 6 events again,
Teruo Chinen, fourth degree
Combos and Dragons.
Friday night by the 1971
while gaining "best ever"
Fifteen teams, with 120
N. A. I. A. National Wrestling black belt in karate, from
performances by Don Freeman
women, participated in the
Champions, Central Washington, Spokane will be chief referee for
ori Floor-Exercises with a 8. 2
basketball tournament and over
the EWS C wrestlers look this third annual meet.
score and Chuck Hohner on
70 spectators watched the
forward to gaining a victory.
Long-Horse vaulting with a score
competition.
when they travel to La Grande
of
9.3. Meet results were Eastern
Savages
Fall,
The women's intramural
to compete in a dual meet with
166.58, University of Alberta
basketball league competition
Eastern Oregon.
159.73, and -University ot' begins tomorrow night at 6:00
The Savage wrestlers, in losing
(con't. from page 8)
Calgary 13 1.1 5.
p.m. The league competition will
to Central 36 to 9, once again
Eastern winners at Billings
tight
zone
defense.
last two . hours each Thursday
lost key matches due to injuries
were: Freeman on
· Trailing by 12 at halftime,
night and 15 teams will compete.
of varsity players.
Floor-Exercises,
7.2,
Hohner
on
Eastern
rally
attempt~
were
Fors says that two women,
Varsity wrestlers Vard Jenks,
Parallel
Bars,
7
.05,
Scott
Noble
Ann Beaman and Jane Job, were
leader of the wrestling squad, thwarted by dutch baskets from '
on Side Horse, 6.2, and Max
the directors of the basketball
- Grant Luna and Dan Cruz were Rich Hansen, Bill Chatman, and
Vercruyssen on Still Rings, 7.85.
tourna111en t and now are
all injured and this hurt the Gary Randall.
The winners at Calgary werf'
directing the women's Fun
Savages' chances of upsetting
Eastern received outstanding
Night. He feels they are doing an
Central.
efforts from Dave Rayden, 22
outstanding job.
Eastern, although having points and Buss with 26 but the
The Mt. Spokane Intramural
injuries, did 'a respectable job Savage guards were demolished
Ski - Meet, scheduled for last
against Central considering four by the Cats' front court duo of
Randall and Chatman.
Frid~y. has been rescheduled for
freshman wrestlers had to be
this Friday at 1:00 p.m. at Mt.
While Chatman and Randall
used and the forfeit of two
The Eastern Chess Club finished
Spokane.
scored 20 and 16 points
weight classes.
.
in a second place tie at the
Due to bad weather conditions
The Savage wrestling victories respectively ·the Savage guards
recent University of Washington
last Friday, Fors rescheduled the
tournament.
were shooting an atrocious 6-28,
over Central were won by John
meet so that better skiing
Hayward, Jerry Byrne and Keith from the floor against a zone
Facing , the challenge of other
conditions would be available
schools the Eastern group tied
Koch.
defense. Without effective
for the competitors.
Tacoma Community College
Coach Curt Byrnes felt that if outside shooting the Savages
Over SO skiiers have signed up
Eastern would have been at full ended on the short end of a
with both clubs finishing the U
for the ski }lleet, the best
strength, the squad would have 91-77 score.
of W "A." squad.
given Central a tough dual meet.
But due to injuries, it was- a
trying time for the Savage
wrestlers.
The injured wrestlers are now
trying to heal up in time for the
Eastern Oregon league
match. Coach Byrnes feels the
sq u ad is m a king significant
progress and that attitudes on
the team have remained high.
With only two seniors, Jerry
Byrne and Vard Jenks, this is a
building year for the Eastern
wrestlers. But Coach Byrnes
remains optimistic about them
this season and feels that the
Eastern wrestlers still have the
opportunity to pr.ove their
wrestling abilities in the second
half of this wrestling season.

'Fun Night'
Interest Is
Expanding

Grap piers Face EOC,
C Of I. At LaGrande

Chess Club
Notches Tie

Eastern 's Bob Maplestone
raced to his third straight NAIA
mile title with surprising ease
last Saturday night in Kansas
City.
The lanky sophomore finished
the indoor course in 4:13.9.
Maplestone won his first mile
there last year, then added the
outdoor title last June.
Jeff Matthews of U. S.
International controlled the race
with Maplestone through the last
half-mfle · on the
12-laps-to-the-mile board track.
With 660· yards to go,
Maplestone moved ahead,
Matthews regained the lead but
with one lap to go, Maplestone
went in front to stay, and had
about a seven-yard advantage at
the tape.

turnout ever for an intramural
ski meet.
For more information
concerning the rescheduled
intramural meet this Friday, call
the intramural office at
359-7926.
Intramural bowling has had an
excellent response, · according to
Fors, with 32 teams
participating.
Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday nights are filled up
with 140 participating bowlers.
This turnout has broken all
records for intramural bowling
at Eastern.
Thursday nights has three
teams signed up for bowling but
more teams, made up of four
persons, are needed. If interested
in signing -up for an intramural
bow 1in g team, call the
intramural office.
A special intramural event
coming up soon will be ice
ska ting at the Coliseum in
Spokane,
Still in the planning stages, the
intramural ice skating will be
available soon.
Further information will be
placed in the Easterner, in the
near future, concerning the ice
ska ting activity.

Clinic
To
Be
Held
.
A karate clinic will be held
before the EWSC vs the WSU
karate meet to be held Feb. 9, in
the campus school gym from
7:00 - 9:00. The clinic will be of
help to all those unfamiliar with
the scoring and · rules of karate.
The karate match will consist
of the two five man teams. The
two minute matches will have
the first participant scoring two
karate points winning.
The two teams first met in
1970 with EWSC being
victorious. Last year WSU won
the match with EWSC as well as
winning the all-college karate
tournament held last spring.
WSU appears to have a very

DEWDROP

· LADY'S $44 . 7!5

MAN ' S !10

MARRY MATES
Quality crafted rings, made to match :
For the two of you, forever.
·

Smith
Jewelers
408 - 1st
Ph: 235-6312
Cheney, Wn.
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·Editor Answers Questions On New Kinnikinick
The new Kinnikinick goes on sale this Friday .. It
consists of a pictured, 48 page magazine-type format
covering events of fall quarter. Due to its unique
contrast with a conventional annual, Easterner reporter.
Ed Bruneau interviewed Jerry Barnard, Kinnikinick
editor, · for a better understanding of why the
Kinnikinick changed from a yearly, hardbound book to
a magazine.
Q. "What's different about this new magazine?"
A. "First of all, it covers only fall quarter. Some of the
things that are included are: festival week, the drama
department's production of "Electra," the foreign
student program and their dinner, project Chiron,
concerts, football, and other things."
Q . "What made you change, Jerry, to a magazine-type
format?"
A. "Well ... when Associated Students alloted money
last Spring, the Kinnikinick kinda got shoved in the
back, and when they got around to giving us some
money , they only gave us so much. They said like
"here." Do what you want. You can either spend it all at
once, or stretch it out for a whole year." But from the
amount of money they gave us, it told us we couldn't
put out a hard-backed yearbook."
Q. "What are some of the advantages of the new
Kinnikinick?"
A. "It costs a lot less ... a dollar ... people can .afford to
buy it. Also, it's very timely. The hardback edition
didn't come out until the following f~ll quarter, because
it was cheaper that way, but this magazine comes out
right after the quarter."
Q . "Do you think that this will help s~.les?"
A. "Usually the reason people give for not buying a
yearbook is that they couldn't afford it . If this is the
case, then we'll be all right .... but if it is just lack of

interest .... well then, we're screwed ."
Q. "Is it possible for this thing to go down the drajn?"
A. "If the people don't support the idea of a student
publication, then, from what I can understand, that's it.
The AS will not allot .any more money if this thing
doesn't come over, so the staff then will just work on
ideas on an independent study basis ... This is . the
students' chance for supporting their own publication.
And the only way to support it is by buying one."
Q·. "Do you think the hard backed yearly annual' is
phasing out of the progressive college atmosphere?"
A. "I don't know ... .I never really did like the idea of a
yearly annual. ( can't see "Joe College" sitting around
the ' campfire with his fraternity brothers looking at their
pictures with their names below it. If that's what you
mean by a yearbook, I would just as soon get away from
that."
Q. " Do you think the students have a large amount of
apathy towards this type of thing?"
A. "Oh yeah .. .for sure .. but I really don't know why.
People like to gripe about things, but they never want to
do anything."
Q. "Are you going to have another magazine this
quarter, and if so, what changes are you going to make?"
A. "Well, if this thing goes over wel-1, we'll have
another one covering winter and spring quarter. What I
would like to do with that one is to show how things
have changed. In other words, I want to contrast
yesterday to what "Joe College" is today, that is,
relating to Eastern. I want to show a lot of freaks doing
a lot of really neat things ..... but I don't know how it
would go across ... there are too many straight people
from Spokane that might not like it. I think that's
what's holding back this school. .. .it's too close to
Spokane."

-Q. "How does this schools yearbook compare with the
other schools yearbooks?" ·
A. "As far as I'm concerned, as progressive ideas go,
this school is far behind . For example, in the magazines
and hardback that Western puts out, we couldn't do h~lf
the things they did there. Things like .. well, nudity and
things like that. I really applaud the Easterner for
running that article on Flash CadiJac. I thought "grease
meets grass" was really great. Eastern is
changing ...slowly but surely."
Q. "What is your · main object with the new
Kinnikinick ?"
A. "Something to relate to right now, as well as for the
students to read up on it and be informed to what's
going on, on campus. In twenty years they can· look
back and say "That's the way it was." And that's what a
yearbook is about anyway."
Q. "Who sells the new annual, and where?"
A. "The Kinnikinick will be sold at the A. S. ticket
booth. It has always been the A. S. 's responsibility to
distribute the yearbooks. The only thing is, over the
years it kind of got pushed around, and it landed on the
laps of the yearbook staff, but it's really not their job at
all. Then sales got really down because ... well who wants
to sit around in a booth and try to sell the thing, which
is what we used to do. If you're on the staff, you don't
have time to do it anyway ....it's A. S. 's responsibility.
I've done some publicity for it, like I've got spots
written for the radio, did some ideas for signs, and have
the things written for the Focus ... .I'm doing the best
that I can, but that kind of thing really isn't my job."

Q. "How many copies are available?"
A. "1500-so everyone should get them while they can.
We're really counting on every individual to try this
thing out, if like I said, they believe in a student
publication. I also hope they don't pass judgement on
just one. It's just a beginning, and you have to start from
somewhere, but if they don't support it, it ceuld be the
end, too."
·
Q. "What can you say about the fall Kinnikincik that
would sum it all up?"
,
A. "It develops a favorable image for Eastern. It would
be a great one to send home to the parents. It's what
they want to see. Maybe next quarter we c;m put out
what students want to see."
The yearbook this year faced a financial cutback from
A. S., and subsequently had to cut back operations, or
forget the whole thing. Taking this into consideration,
the Kinnikinick staff knew they couldn't cover the areas
they did in the past, so they developed an experimental
format, that will in fact, determine the Kinnikinick's
future. In view of this, by buying or not buying a
Kinnikinick this quarter, the student body will be either
throwing the final shovel of dirt on the dead or
'
sheltering a new born babe.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

cont'd. from page 7
a good education degree is,"
Shu ck emphasized as he
maintained that Eastern must
have a mutual understanding and
agreement' with the community
colleges which grant A.A.
degrees. An individual's A.A.
degree and the courses therein
will be scrutinized and it will be
accepted, if it is in keeping with
Eastern's philosophy of what a
good education degree is.
In accordance with this
evaluation theory, Dean Phillip
Marshall is working on a critique
in this line. This will set
guidelines for institutions to
measure themselves. It is now
being revised.
Also brought up for the
edification of th..: board was the

VOTE

idea of a word-processing center.
As Shuck explained, this would
consist of a typists' pool and
general work center. Skilled
typists would type much of the
campus work, such as professor's
tests, and this would be put on a
magnetic tape or card. Error
correction would be possible in
this system, for changes could be
made on the tape. Not only
would this system free
secretaries for more challenging
activities, it would also
contribute to campus
communication and
cooperation.
This proposal was met by
considerable disapproval as
Shuck saw it. Secretaries viewed
it as a job threat, supervisor's
were upset, and it was seen as a
status threat in work analysis.
The upshot of these feelings
resulted in a recommendation
that the total system should not
be adopted. Instead, a
mini-processing center would be
started, us ed only by
administrative people. Shuck
will meet with a committee to
discuss this recommendation.

Budget would be determined, Cheney have been examined and
Shuck also re.ported to the
through what was decided about Allen reported that, of 500
board that several of the old
rental units in the vicinity,
the A WS and Alumni monies.
frame structures of campus will
Athletic spending and the almost 200 hundred are vacant.
be demolished. No alternatives
questfon of who should spend The A.S. f e.lt that this was a
have been found for the
matter that vitally concerned
what money where were stressed
Showalter Annex or the· Home
stud
en ts and research should be
as being of paramount
Econom ics experience
importance. Tied in with this instituted to discover the reasons
apartment so these buildings will
issue, was the consideration of a · for the many vacancies.
remain. All the buildings behind
Priority is also being given to
name change for Eastern's
Hargreaves Hall will be leveled.
the formation of a faculty
competing teams, from "Savage"
Shuck stated that grass will
evalmition. Students have
to "Indian."
replace these buildings in most
indicated to Allen that they
A student profile survey may
cases. Parking repercussions
would approve of a publication
be instituted to determine
caused by the closing of the
listing
the professor's name with
exactly
what
emphasis
students
inner campus streets may
the
precis
of what their fellow
necessitate some of the spaces · at large may wish to be focused
students think of how he
o n c e r t a in issues·. A II en
vacated by the buildings being
teaches, after it. Other ideas are
used for parking lots.
mentioned that the Council of
being worked on, however.
High Education sub-committee
John Allen reported to the
A Sexual Information Center
had requested that such a survey
board some of the priorities that
will be considered by the
be made.
the A.S. executives felt were
students
at the next election. A
important to the student body
at Eastern.
Housing was also brought up in
He predicted that the board
cont'd. to page 11
Allen's report. Rental units in
would hear some discussion in
the coming weeks abo.ut the
appropriation of funds to the
Associated Women Students and
fo the Alumni. The needs of the
campus Volunteer Bureau and
the Student Union Operating
(REG: 1.49)

Housing Vac:ant
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EGG Spurs B.O.T. To Reconsider Kingston
Following urgings by a campus
student-faculty group, Eastern's
Board of Trustees will reconsider
the building of a parking lot to
serve Kingston Hall.
r
The decision to reconsider the
construction of a 90 space
parking lot between "B" and
"C" and Fifth and Sixth streets
in Cheney came at the Board's
Dec. 16 meeting. Although the
Board has had another meeting
since then the matter has yet to
be reconsidered. However the
issue is expected to come before
the Board at its next meeting.
The Board was urged to
reconsider Kingston Hall Parking
Lot by members of the
Environmental Gab Group
(EGG) at the Dec. meeting. John
Greer, a student spokesman for
the group, argued against the
parking lot on three bases:

economic, safety, and
ecology-residential destruction.
Economically, Greer pointed
out that the college paid
$ l 27,000 for the residential
block, and will pay an additional
$18,000 for construction of the
lot itself. In addition the
college's plans to plant a "green
belt" around the lot will boost
the cost _,nother $18,000.
Construction of the lot is
estimated at $1,811 per stall.
According to Ken Kennedy, vice
president of planning and
development, the financing of
this will come through parking
fees, the only means available.
Greer estimated that this would
take 45 years to finish payment
even if student fees were
doubled now.
Presently the student parking
fee is $5 per. quarter, which Fred

CANDIDATES'- ANSWERS
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cont'd. from page 3
the food_ servi~e won't lower their prices. The big
problem 1s quality; the food is lousy. For the prices we
pay, we should be able to get decent food. Either better
cooks should be hired or else we should start looking for
another organization to run the service.
2. In order to get the prices down many things have to
occur. The I.K. and Spur sales need to be incorporated
~n the store, more paperbacks need to be used, and more
importantly, professors need to be more reasonable in
their book selection. They .must realize that the $15.00
book . they think is "indispensable" gets awfully
expensive wh~n you buy a couple of them each quarter.
3. I .would think that Rap-In could be very effective in
runnmg the center. They are in an ideal position, in that
stud~nts could call in with their problems, and yet
remam anonymous. Free literature could be available at
the Rap-In office in Monroe Hall. The information
should be all-inclusive and should cover all questions
that students might have on sex. At the present, Rap-In
can already handle most of these. For Rap-In to finish
the task would take less effort and money than any
other methocJ.
Mel Addington
Position No. 16
1. An investigation should be made to correct the
situation. I don't eat there but my main complaint is the
service. The prices are definitely too high and the reason
for this is that their overhead is so much different from
other places. The M & M Drive In can make a hamburger
for 25 cents but that's impossible for the PUB because
they just don't get the same volume of business.
2. The biggest problem with the Bookstore is that the
instructors ~se so many different types of books. If they
used the same ones say, for one or two years, there
would be a turnover and the same books would stay on
the shelf which would cut down the operating costs. The
cost of the building also increases prices ...And the way
they run things, I just don't approve. This is now under
investigation to see what can be done about the
problems.
A used-book outlet would be one of the best things
stud,ents could profit from . IK has a perfect setup. I
- dof\ t know why but students don't use it. If the
Bookstore had a setup like this, the instructors would
have to cooperate or it wouldn't work.
3. There is a need for a center but we have one
aLI:ea_d y-the ~tudent Health Center. They offer some of
this information. It could be expanded to include more.
A lot of the information is available through Rap-In.
Lindsey Johnstone
Position No. 16
1. Seeing that the food service in the PUB is owned and
operated by the students, there should be some way of
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Johns, vice president of business
and management, said will be
raised to $7 .50 per quarter.
To point up safety hazards to
be caused by the lot, Greer
showed a film demonstrating the
lot to be a safety threat by
increasing traffic along an
already congested throughfare.
Kennedy said the lot is
proposed at the particular site
because it is the most desireable
location to attract businessmen
from Cheney and Spokane to
participate in the education
program with in Kingston Hall.
The hall will house the business
education de,partment.
·
Greer added that faculty,
students and the community
oppose the parking lot
construction because it will
destry the harmony of the city
and will be a loss to the
environment.

Expecting a reconsideration of
the issue shortlv. the EGG has
compiled a list of alternate uses
for the, property and has asked
th·at . students and faculty
contact Mel Addington,
spoke~man for EGG, at 9-2749.
In addition students and faculty
are asked to attend the groups
weekly meetings in 249 Science
Building, at noon on Fridays.
EGG 's suggestions for the
property include the following:
1. Housing for teachers in an
exchange program from other
colleges.
,
2. Meeting places and/or housing
for ethnic groups. (The Indian
Studel)ts' Longhouse presently
occupies part of that block.)
3. Housing for married students.
4. Overnight accomodations for
speakers, visitors.
5. Faculty union building.

bringing the prices down to a more student-aole price.
The quality of food is always dependent on who's
cooking i t--good cook, good food; poor cook
(inexperienced), poor food.
2. Our college Bookstore has a rather high overhead
consisting of rental, help and services. To compensate,
they must charge a higher price to clear. Economically, I
would imagine, that it is not feasible to sell the books
for less. Unless the Bookstore would be willing to sell for
.. loss or no profit, I don't see a decrease in prices.
Concerning the question of a used bookstore,
obviously to sell more books, they must rent more
space, which means more· money is needed.
3. Even though I have no need for sexual information, I
do know that there are those who do. Organization of
such a bureau should take more consideration than what
I could think of in 9ne night.

Dan Druegar
Position No. 4

1 . First I'd have a personnel change in the back and see
if that would help the situation. And maybe get rid of
the students and hire more professional cooks. Also
more skilled management would be ·ben eficial. I'm really
not sure how much prices can b e cut down because I
don't know how much the PUB has to make to keep
operating.

6. Recreation or park area.
7. Sell the property back to the
original owners.
8. Put on market and sell to
general public.
At the Dec. Board meeting,
Merle Haffner, chairman of the
Board, disagreed with some of
the comments concerning the
Board actions. He said he did
not appreciate the community's
opinion that the Board acts
without reason and without
considering the wants and needs
of the college community.
Haffner said at that time, "we
are not going to proceed at
putting in a parking lot without
further study. This board has no
desire. at trying to upset this
campus community. We do hear
you. We listen."

2. Right off the top of my head, I can't give you a good,
extensive answer. I'd have to think about that for
awhile.
3. The center should be run by a psychologist. And
maybe a nurse or doctor should be available. It should
include information on just about anything-diseases,
contraceptives. A.S. should finance the center and it
should definitely be free. No one wants to pay for
i.n formation.

Tom Wilbur
Position No. 4
1. I've ~lways thought the pri_ces were too high but I've
never given much thought as to what we can do about it.
A.S. could possi}?ly take some action.
2. The prob I em in the Bookstore exists with
disorganization. They just hired a new manager and he
was forced to assume too much responsibility too soon.
Ther~ 's not enough communication . between the people
running the business and the rest of the school. Faculty
and students are unaware of the problems. A meeting
held once a month with students and faculty and
Bookstore workers would help the situation. This
problem has existed for some time but people are still
not aware. It's compounded by faculty overordering
books.
There's very definitely a need for a used-book outlet.
It should be part of the responsibility of the Bookstore.
They are reluctant to establish one because they are
afraid they can't predict student desires and
consequently they'll go in the hole.
3. Any information that' desired .. That's what the center
is for-to answer students' questions.
As far as operating the center, it's hard to say. It could
be run by students or by a paid professknal. It depends
on what the students want to accomplfoh.
.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
cont'd. from page 10
name change may be in order for
the center, but the basic idea is
what will be voted' on by t:tie
students.
In other matters, President
Shu ck discussed the appeals
pro~edure as recommended by
the Faculty Appeals Committee.
He did not feel that the binding'
arbitration in grievance
procedures was in accordance
with

faculty

participation
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governmental processes.
President Shuck reported that
he had been working with a
committee to revise and update
the goals and objectives of the
campus. He felt that Eastern's
goals are not presently being
understood by the students and
by those outside the college.
Shuck explained that priorities
must be established which meet
with the general consensus of
the college community and
which cover such diverse areas as
off campus courses, remedial
education, and facilities.
The task force must face each
program unit in the college with
some the long range key national
issues. Goal and disciplines in
these areas must be evaluated as
to how they are responding to
these issues. .
Bo th presidents emphasized
that Eastern is occupied with
dynamic change and that the
student body and the
administration are t r yin g
different avenues within which
Eastern will become a viable.
force .
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it, that
''When you have to make a choice and don't make

is in itself a choice''
William James.

SAMPLE BALLOT FOR A.S. GENERAL ELECTION
2& JANUARY
.

·VOTE FOR YOUR DISTRICT ONLY

.

UNITED STATES PRESIDENTIAL
PREFERENCE POLL
D Richard Nixon

Legislative Position No. 3 (Cheney)
D
D

1972

Pat Hayes

D

Skip Smyser

-

Henry Jackson

Legislative Position No. 9 (Cheney)
Cl

Mike Donovan

D

Bob Thorson

Legislative Position No. 12 (Cheney)
D James Wallingford
D Jim Boley
D Otto Allison 111
Legislative Position No. 7 (Campus)
0
D

Randy ~orse

An act relating to amending the A.S.
Constitution.
Be It enacted by the Legislature of
the Associated Students:
Section 1. Amend Article 111,
section 3 to read: The voting
members of the Legislature shall
consist of the elected officers and
f If teen representatives known as
legislators, elected by numbered,
at-large positions for one year terms.
The legislators shall take office (the
last day of the quarter) In which they
are elected as follows: Positions 1-5,
elected Fall Qf.Jarter; Positions 6·10,
elected Winter Quarter; and Posltlo~s
11-15, elected Spring Quarter.
Provided no person may hold more
than one voting seat In the
Legislature.
Explanation: This act' does away with
the separate voting precincts of
Cheney, Campus, and Spokane and
provides for legislators elected at
large by the whole student body,
regardless of where they live.

Jennifer Davis

Legislative Position No. 10 (Campus)

An act relating to A.S. Constitutional
Amendement.
Be It enacted by the Legislature of

the A.A.

D

Kur Maunu

D Tom Rantz
Legislative Position .No. 16 (Campus)
CJ

Mel Addington

D

Lindsey N. Johnstone

.Legislative Position No. 4 (Spokane)
CJ Tom Wilbur

Cl

Dan Kruegar

Legislative Position No. 8 (Spokane)
Cl Charles J. Knotts
Legislative Position No. 11 .(Spokane)
D

Jeff Riddle

Legislative Position No. 17
CJ

(Spokane)

An act to amend the A.s.
Constitution .
Be It enacted by the A.S. Legislature:
Section 1. Chal'lge Article VI,
Section 4 to read: The Superior
Court shall consist of seven (7)
Justices who ...
Explanation: This act enlarges the
A.S. Superior Court from five Justices
to 7 Justices to more clearly represent
the student body and to make It
easier to get a quorum .

-·----------

An act relating to a Constitutional
Amendment •
Be It enacted by the A.S. Legislature:
Section 1. Article V, Section 9.
Two election clerks shall be assigned
to each polling place and they shall
be solely responsible for supervising
the ballots, ballot boxes, and voting
at that polling place.
section 2. They may not be, nor
related to, any current student. They
shall be employed through the office
of the Vice-President of the
Associated Students.
Explanation: This act provides for
the hiring and control of election
clerks.

John Poppy

(Paid Advertisement)

·'

Section 1: Amend Article 111, by
addition of section 11 to read: A
1egls1ator's office shall become vacant
upon the In cum be n t's death,
resignation, recall, withdrawal from
membership In A.S. (excluding
summer quarter), loss of a 2.00
cumulative grade average, or
declaration of Incompetency or
nonpartlclpatlon by an A.S. Court of
competent Jurisdiction.
Section 2. Amend Article IV,
Section 6 by addition to read: The
speaker shall also submit a formal
complaint to the Judicial branch of
A. S., 1,1pon request of at least
two-thirds members 01 the
Legislature, requesting a declaration
of Incompetency or non-participation
be made against a legislator for
non -attendance at 3 consecu tlve
regular meetings.
Explanation: This act for the removal
from the leglslature of legislators who
are absent from consecutive regular
leglslatlve meetings.

An act related to a Constitutional
Amendment.
Be It enacted by the A.S. Legislature
that:
section 1. Article V, Section 7, Part
4 of the A.S. Constitution be
amended by deleting the words
"upon presentation of suitable photo
Identification," following the word
"allowed" and preceding the word
"provld Ing."
Explanation: This act provides for
easing of the rules on Identification
before voting In a regular A.S.
Election. Under this act, a student
may show any Identification that
Identifies them bY name.
An act relating to a constitutional
Amendment.
Proposed amendment to ASEWSC
Constitution, Article VI II, Section 6.
Section 1. Amend by substitution
to read: The elected officers shall
receive per quarter sala~les of one
ttilrd the amount determined bY the
Financial Aids Office of the College
to meet the educational expenses at
the College per three-quarter
academic year. The expenses at the
College per three-quarter academic
year shall be computed on the basis
of a resident, Independent, unmarried
student. Salaries shall be payable
each of these quarters the student Is
enrolled: summer, Fall, Winter, and
Spring. Cabinet officers may be paid
no more than one half of an elected
officer's salary.
Explanation: This act regulates the
A.S. Executive Officers Salary. At
the present time, Article VI Is unclear
on the amount to be paid. This act
wlll clear It up.

(Paid Advertisement)

An act to add to the A.S.
Constitution.
Be It enacted by the A. S.
Legislature:
.
Section 1. Add new Article IX,
renumbering of current Article IX to
Article X. Article IX Parliamentary
Authority. For procedures not
covered by the A.S. Constitution,
bylaws, and special rules, the latest
edition of Robert's Rules of Order,
Newly Revised, shall govern.
Explanation: This act provides for
the use of Roberts Rules of Order by
the Legislature In Its meetings.

An act relating to the amending of
the A.S. Constitution.
Section 1. Amend Article Ill,
Section 3 by deleting "elected
officers" and substituting "A.S.
President and A.S. Vice-President."
Sec tlon 2. Amend Article 111,
section 4 by deleting "Dean of
students, Faculty Advisor, and a
facui'ty r~presentatlve selected by and
from the Academic senate," and
adding following the word Include
.. a II other A.S. elected officers,
Vlce ·-Presldent of Student
Services,•.• " Delete sentences 2 and 3.
Section 3. Amend Article IV by
deleting "Executive Secretary" In
Section 1, and deleting Section 9 and
renumbering Sections 10 and 11 as
Sections 9 and 10.
Proviso
Provided the above
amendment shall ·not affect the
current term of the A.S. Officers.
Explanation: This act eliminates the
position of A.S. Executive secretary
and removes the A.S. Treasurer and
A.S. Executive Coordinator of
Activities from the Legislature as
voting members and makes them
ex-offlc,lo non-voting members of the
Legislature. This act shall not affect
the current term of the A.S. Officers.
An act to provide for a referendum as
provided for In Article VI I, section 4
of the A.S. ConstltutJon.
Be It enacted by the A.S. Legislature.
The Associated !itudents shall
establish and maintain a Sexual
I nformatlon Center through Its
recognized student government.

